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About This Game

Sandy Path is a solitary adventure game combining in itself game mechanics runner and arcade. The game is divided into three
modes to play in which you can both alternately and launch each separately. The game has a logical conclusion to the game

process but has no end, so it is possible to replay the game an unlimited number of times.
1) The first stage of the game is similar in its mechanics with the famous game "flappy bird". Managing the character with the

up and down keys, you must avoid flying birds and stars, and collect cherries although this is not mandatory.
2) After the end of the first stage of the game, the second begins. Then you need to jump over obstacles. The game mechanics

of the second stage is similar to the classical "rasters".
3) At the third stage of the game, you have to climb up the rope while swinging it away from obstacles.

After the completion of all stages of the game, the scoring of points received during the game begins.

"A terrible sandstorm prevents a fox from returning home, help him to go through this dangerous path, along with his opossums
you have to fly past the evil eagles." Run through the pits and at the end go up to the fox house. "

Features of the game

3 modes for playing

Ability to compete and pereprohodit game or part of it
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Pleasant musical accompaniment

Lovely pixel art from Luis Zuno (@ansimuz)
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Title: Sandy Path
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
WhiteNutGames
Publisher:
AYE Technology
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2018
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